
   

Domain Report  
Microsoft Active Directory is the core of your network infrastructure 

just like the foundation of your house. If your foundation has cracks, 

it will affect your entire business structure. From slow log-ons and 

network hassles to security holes and migration problems; Active 

Directory if not organized properly can be a huge obstacle to the 

successful momentum and growth of any company. 

Without a high level of expertise, it is very difficult to track down the 

cracks in any Active Directory architecture. It takes time to scan the 

domain, find the problems, the reach of their impact, and consider 

the potential consequence of every change made. Doing this with-

out knowing exactly where to look and what the effect will be, is 

very risky and will cost many hours in research alone. 

Synchronis-IT has over 20 years’ experience hunting down AD   

problems and fixing them. We know what to look for, what changes 

should be made and what the impact will be for each adjustment. 

This  report is a compilation of the issues our team discovered with 

the Standard Tech. Inc architecture. It is our recommendation that 

repairs and adjustments be made. 
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Domain Report  
During an Active Directory Health Check, it’s not uncommon to uncover a wide range 

of issues. The threat factor can range from catastrophic to negligible, and the time  

window can range from immediate to six-months away. We have developed a simple  

severity guide to assist with assessing the threat factor. Our system contains four  

separate severity ratings, starting with Critical Severity, High Severity, Medium  

Severity, and the final category, Warning Severity.  Any given environment can contain 

issues that fall into every category, or even issues that span all categories at once. 

It’s generally recommended that CRTICAL issues are addressed almost immediately. 

HIGH Severity issues should be addressed in short order, usually quickly after CRTICIAL 

issues. Medium Severity should be solved within a few weeks of addressing threats in 

the Environment. Warning issues can range from immediate to a few months in the 

priority they should be fixed.  

It is important to note, that while these guidelines are meant to help prioritize the 

risks, every issue represents a risk for damage, failure, or total loss in the environment. 

While some threats are minor, it is also entirely possible for a minor threat to become 

a major threat at any time. It is recommended that all issues be resolved to ensure 

smooth day to day operation and prevent any loss to the Standard Tech. Inc 

network environment and critical systems. 

Critical Issues should be corrected as soon as possible, unless  

other steps have been taken to mitigate loss. 

High Severity are urgent issues that could become critical if not 

addressed. Loss is likely to occur. 

Medium Severity issues are interfering with basic system  

Functions and services, and could become critical the longer left 

unaddressed. 

Warning Issues have a low impact on overall System Health, but a 

greater impact on a single service.  
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Client appears to have too many domain controllers for the observable authentica-

tion and availability needs. Every domain controller must be patched, monitored, 

and secured.  This  

Too many Domain Controllers  

During a recent server patching project it became evident that regional adminis-

trators will retain control over patching, but no patching has been done for 

months. In some cases, number of missing patches on domain controllers is ap-

proaching 150. 

Domain Controller Patches  

CRITICAL  

AD-integrated root CA is on Domain Controller, with 4 subordinate CAs in regional 

sites. This deployment needs to be examined for adherence to best practices 

(recovery agents, key archival, offline root CA, etc).  

Certificate Authorities are deployed  

Volume Shadow Copy errors on FSMO role server Domain Controller should be 

backed up nightly (current approach), but VSS errors in event log should be investi-

gated and resolved.   

Volume Shadow Copy  

Active Directory backups should be tested from time to time by performing actual 

recoveries (multiple procedures need to be tested: recovery of a deleted object; 

recovery of a deleted OU subtree; recovery from a complete directory failure)  

Disaster Recovery Tests  
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Following Microsoft Best Practice and assuming standard Security Rules, it is highly 

recommended there are no Enterprise Administrators.  Most administrative work 

can be done with a Domain Administrator account. The Enterprise Admins group, 

which is housed in the forest root domain, should contain no users on a day-to-day 

basis.  

Auditing should be configured to send alerts if any modifications are made to the 

properties or membership of the EA group. These alerts should be sent, at a     

minimum, to users or teams responsible for Active Directory administration and 

incident response. 

Microsoft’s stance:  

"Most security-related training courses and documentation discuss the implemen-

tation of a principle of least privilege, yet organizations rarely follow it. The princi-

ple is simple, and the impact of applying it correctly greatly increases your security 

and reduces your risk. The principle states that all users should log on with a user 

account that has the absolute minimum permissions necessary to complete the 

current task and nothing more. Doing so provides protection against malicious 

code, among other attacks. This principle applies to computers and the users of 

those computers." 

Enterprise Administrators are present  

DHCP service running on a domain controller should be configured with a Domain 

User service account to minimize potential of a DNS-based DoS attack. 

DHCP Services running under System Identity  

CRITICAL—SECURITY  
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Manual connection objects affect KCC/ISTG natural replication partner selection 

process and may indicate that sites/site links were not configured correctly. Exam-

ple: Country1 site has a manual connection object with HeadOffice; Country1 goes 

offline frequently and shows 300+ms latency with packet loss going to Toronto. 

The purpose of this CO is unknown; it causes DFS and AD replication errors on To-

ronto DCs. 

Manual Connections Exist  

Preferred bridgehead affects KCC/ISTG natural replication partner selection pro-

cess. If preferred bridgeheads are configured but become unavailable, replication 

between sites will not occur. Bridgeheads should not be used in this environment 

Preferred Bridgeheads configured incorrectly  

HIGH SEVERITY—AD MANAGEABILITY 

Certification Services, a key component, is offline. 

Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS) provides customizable services for  

Issuing and managing certificates in software security systems that use public key 

technologies.  

Certification Services  
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Disabled site link bridging implies that some WAN links are not reliable and that 

network topology may not be fully connected. However, it creates a possibility 

that a remote site will stop replicating if its replication partner site happens to be 

down, demoted, or firewalled. At least one such site exists. 

Site Link Bridging is Disabled  
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All three Active Directory servers suffer significant slowdown when applying        

Group Policy. There was evidence of driver errors, and missing scripts in the group 

policy.  

Policy Bloat  

Group Policy uses Inheritance Blocking along with Default Group Policy Objects. 

Organizational Units are used to group objects, including accounts and resources 

in a domain, for administrative purposes, such as the application of Group Policy 

or delegation of authority. Using Default GPO’s instead, creates unnecessary 

settings and bloat in Group Policy. A clean up and restructure is highly                 

recommended. 

Inheritance Blocking  

HIGH SEVERITY—AD MANAGEABILITY 

Client domain has close to 100 group policy objects. Many policies are used to con-

figure 1 or 2 settings. Legacy and disabled policy objects exist. Number of policies 

affects computer startup and user logon times. GPO strategy should be re-

evaluated.  

Group Policy Cleanup and Consolidation  
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Built-In Administrators are also Enterprise Administrators. This represents a       

significant risk.  

Microsoft best practice being the following:  

If the Administrator account is not already disabled, disable it when you have  

completed configuration of the account's properties. This prevents the account 

from being used for any purpose unless it is first enabled. In a disaster recovery 

scenario in which no accounts are available to perform repairs of the AD DS envi-

ronment, you can boot a domain controller into safe mode, log on locally with the 

built-in Administrator account 

Built-in administrator is active  

Some accounts currently appearing in Enterprise Admins group are service ac-

counts which clearly do not need to have this level of authority (most don’t need 

Domain Admins level). Regional administrators and number of IT staff with elevat-

ed access needs makes meaningful reduction in Domain/Enterprise Admins group 

improbable.  

Too many Administrators  

MEDIUM SEVERITY—SECURITY 
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It is best practice to keep Schema Admins group empty, and only add administra-

tive accounts to it at the time of performing schema extensions. 

Schema Admins group  

Volume Shadow Copy errors on FSMO role server Domain Controller should be 

backed up nightly (current approach), but VSS errors in event log should be investi-

gated and resolved. 

Volume Shadow Copy Errors on FSMO role  
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Country2 has a script that forces all Country2 computers to sync time with a single 

DC – this script should be changed 

Country2 Script  

WARNINGS  
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